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Abstract Twitter can be viewed as a data source for Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks. The continuously
updating data streams on Twitter make it challenging to trace real-time topic evolution. In this paper, we propose a
framework for modeling fuzzy transitions of topic clusters. We extend our previous work on crisp cluster transitions
by incorporating fuzzy logic in order to enrich the underlying structures identified by the framework. We apply the
methodology to both computer generated clusters of nouns from tweets and human tweet annotations. The obtained
fuzzy transitions are compared with the crisp transitions, on both computer generated clusters and human labeled topic
sets.

1 Introduction

Real-time event identification can be challenging due to the constantly updating data streams. Such identification is
crucial, however, for time-sensitive events, such as natural disasters or any unrests that may require an understanding
of emergent sub-events. For a real-time event 𝑇 and a set of timepoints {𝑡1, 𝑡2, ..., 𝑡𝑛}, a temporal (sub-)event can be
characterized by a state 𝑠𝑖 at timepoint 𝑡𝑖 (𝑖 < 𝑛), where the state 𝑠𝑖 consists of a set of features of 𝑇 . As 𝑡𝑖 moves along
the time axis, the state 𝑠𝑖 may also encompass change—an anomaly or an additional event that makes the state differ
from the previous one. Such change is often referred to as a "transition" between 𝑠𝑖 and 𝑠𝑖+1. Previously, stream-based
detection has focused on detecting a new state which induces a change [1, 2, 3]. However, the transition itself which
describes how a state can change is equally important to trace the semantic topic evolution. We are interested in
detecting the topic transitions in a continuous time space to learn how a dynamic event unfolds. In this paper, we
investigate fuzzy [4] transitions between events: while it may seem like a good idea to treat any transition as binary
at first, we believe that fuzzy transitions show information about sub-events. For instance, a change of topic from one
event to another is usually gradual, and modeling it as a simple "different or not" is not the most adequate solution.

In our previous work, we proposed to employ a graph structure to model temporal states in identifying cluster
transitions [5]. A temporal Graph-of-Words (GoW), 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) was constructed for textual data at each timepoint,
with vertices 𝑉 being unique tokens (nouns and named entities) and edges 𝐸 being normalized point-wise mutual
information between the tokens. Markov Clustering algorithm [6] was applied on each temporal GoW to obtain topic
clusters. Finally, we proposed a cluster transition model to trace the topic evolution and duration on a global timescale.
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Our framework was capable of tracing the topic progression as compared to the progression generated through human
labeled topic sets.

While our framework adopted a crisp cluster transition model which used a 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ function to determine a unique
transition type, the transition assignment, in its nature, should be fuzzy. More precisely, the following two scenarios
should be considered when assigning transition types: 1) a single transition type can have strength and is not always
the same for different pairs of clusters; 2) the transition is vague as it can be treated as two or more types of transitions.
Scenario 1 can be explained by a simple example. For instance, one can argue that a cluster 𝐶𝑙𝑎 at 𝑡1 stays strongly
"unchanged" at 𝑡2 if absolutely nothing has changed about 𝐶𝑙𝑎. Similarly, 𝐶𝑙𝑎 can be said to be relatively "unchanged"
if most of its elements stay through 𝑡2. On the other hand, scenario 2 is more of a question that if a single type is
sufficient to describe a transition when the conditions for multiple transitions are satisfied. In this paper, we extend our
previous framework [5] to introduce fuzzy logic into cluster transition modeling to model both of these scenarios.

2 Related Work

In recent decades, with the prevalence of social media among people of all ages, short messages such as tweets have
attracted many researchers to explore the possibility of identifying events from social media. Clustering is one of the
common means to analyze tweet streams, and attempts have been made to use fuzzy-based approaches for tweet event
identification. Compared with traditional hard clustering such as K-means, fuzzy-based clustering is more complex,
and it provides relatively higher clustering accuracy and more realistic attribution probabilities [7]. Zadeh et al. [8]
utilized fuzzy clustering to gain insights related to temporal trends and hashtags popularity from Twitter hashtags. As
opposed to set crisp boundaries for the categorizations of hashtags, a hashtag can belong to multiple clusters according
to certain degrees of membership. However, Zaheh et al. did not apply fuzzy logic to cluster transitions, which is what
we intend to highlight in this paper.

In real-time event clustering, clusters can be influenced by the content of the underlying data stream. In order to
derive valuable insights from clustering results for a specific time interval, modeling cluster transitions is a critical
step in tracking and understanding clustering changes. Spiliopoulou et al. [9] proposed a framework, MONIC, for
the modeling and tracking of cluster transitions. A cluster transition at a given timepoint was defined as "a change
experienced by a cluster that has been discovered at an earlier timepoint." The authors subsequently named and defined
five external transitions and four internal transitions of the cluster. Later, Oliveira and Gama [10] proposed a similar
cluster transition model, MEC, which focused more on the external evolution of the cluster structure. They utilized
a bipartite graph to visualize the transitions of clusters during a given time interval. Gong et al. [11] proposed a
density-based stream clustering algorithm, EDMStream, with the assumption that "cluster centers are surrounded by
neighbors with lower local density". By monitoring these density mountains, their model could effectively detect the
evolution of clusters.

All three mentioned cluster transition models use a matching function with a threshold to identify transitions across
consecutive time points for each type. To find the appropriate thresholds for each transition type, Oliveira and Gama[10]
analyzed the sensitivity of the thresholds for each transition type, and Gong et al.[11] implemented an algorithm to
achieve the adaptive adjustment of these thresholds, but none of them chose to fuzzify the cluster transitions.

3 Modeling Cluster Transition with Fuzzy Logic

In this section, we elaborate on how fuzzy logic can be applied to crisp cluster transition types. Due to space limitations,
we omit the implementation details of our previous framework [5] and focus on the differences between crisp and fuzzy
transition models.

The data we model was collected from Aug 19th to Sep 2nd, representing COVID-19-related tweets from a local
community. The dataset was split by Twitter timestamps into 15 timepoints to learn topic transitions across two weeks
(Table 1). We first constructed a temporal graph for each timepoint, with nodes being the unique nouns or named entities
contained in that timepoint and edge weights being the normalized point-wise mutual information value between the
nodes. Each temporal graph was clustered with a modified Markov Clustering algorithm. We validated our approach by
comparing the topic transition flows between the computer generated clusters and human-annotated topic sets. Table 1
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Table 1: Statistics of the dataset split by day

Timepoint 8/19 8/20 8/21 8/22 8/23 8/24 8/25 8/26 8/27 8/28 8/29 8/30 8/31 9/1 9/2
# of Tweets 38 89 87 65 27 68 53 29 19 53 23 18 40 35 16
# of Nodes 139 218 167 177 69 189 204 101 65 137 72 56 122 128 113
# of Clusters 12 27 20 24 9 25 23 14 6 24 8 8 10 14 9
# of labeled sets 8 14 10 14 6 6 10 12 9 10 8 7 13 6 12

Table 2: Cluster transition types for cluster 𝐶𝑙𝑎 at timepoint 𝑡𝑖

Transition Type Mathematical Definition
unchanged 𝐶𝑙𝑎 → 𝐶𝑙′𝑎 , where 𝐶𝑙′𝑎 = 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝛼 (𝐶𝑙𝑎)

absorb 𝐶𝑙𝑎 → 𝐶𝑙𝑏 , where 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝛼 (𝐶𝑙𝑎) ⊂ 𝐶𝑙𝑏 and 𝐶𝑙𝑏 −𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝛼 (𝐶𝑙𝑎) ⊄ 𝐶𝑙𝑏

dissolve 𝐶𝑙𝑎 → 𝐶𝑙𝑏 , where 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝛼 (𝐶𝑙𝑏) ⊂ 𝐶𝑙𝑎 and 𝐶𝑙𝑏 −𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝛼 (𝐶𝑙𝑏) ⊄ 𝐶𝑙𝑎

split 𝐶𝑙𝑎 → {𝐶𝑙𝑏1, 𝐶𝑙𝑏2, ..., 𝐶𝑙𝑏𝑚 }, where
⋃𝑚

1 𝐶𝑙𝑏 𝑗 = 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝛼 (𝐶𝑙𝑎)
merge {𝐶𝑙𝑎1, 𝐶𝑙𝑎2, ..., 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑛 } → 𝐶𝑙𝑏 , where

⋃𝑛
1 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑖 = 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝛼 (𝐶𝑙𝑏)

disappear 𝐶𝑙𝑎 → Ø
emerge Ø → 𝐶𝑙𝑏

shows the statistics of the dataset and the clustering results on all temporal graphs. The human-annotation was done on
each tweet with up to three summarized terms, while the computer generated clusters grouped topics based on nouns
and named entities. Thus, a mismatch in the number of clusters exist due to the additional layer of summarization. For
elucidation of the implementation and clustering results, please refer to [5].

3.1 Crisp Cluster Transitions for Topic Tracing

In this section, we briefly describe how the crisp topic transition framework was implemented in our previous work
[5] in order to compare it to fuzzy transition framework reported in this paper. After obtaining the temporal clustering
for each timepoint, we observed that the common topical elements in clustering at different timepoints could help to
determine how clusters progress over time. An intuition is that a cluster 𝐶𝑙𝑎 at timepoint 𝑡1 can exhibit several various
behaviors, judging by how the common elements change, going into timepoint 𝑡2. We modeled these behaviors as
transitions between two consecutive timepoints and traced the progression of clusters across all timepoints.

We defined the following crisp pairwise transition types for a cluster 𝐶𝑙𝑎 at timepoint 𝑡𝑖 to timepoint 𝑡𝑖+1: "un-
changed", "absorb", "dissolve", "split", "merge", "disappear" and "emerge" [5, 9, 10]. As shown in Table 2, 𝐶𝑙𝑎
represents a cluster at timepoint 𝑡𝑖 , while𝐶𝑙𝑏 denotes a corresponding cluster at timepoint 𝑡𝑖+1. We employed a 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝛼

function with a threshold 𝛼 to measure the overlap of tokens of two clusters. For a better observation of the cluster
transitions through time, pairwise transitions are visualized using a flow (Figures 1 and 3). In the figures, each cluster
is presented as a node and transitions are denoted as edges between the cluster nodes. Different transition types are rep-
resented by various colors. Whenever a new cluster emerged, a new transition sequence was created, and the transition
types were determined based on the definitions in Table 2.

It should be noted that the threshold 𝛼 = 2/3 was chosen opportunistically for the 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝛼 function to determine if
two clusters are the same. Choosing the 𝛼 value in the crisp version of the transition tracing can be challenging as it
serves as the fundamental component to determine the transition quantities, qualities and types. However, the similarity
between a pair of clusters is not binary by nature. In the crisp version of the 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝛼 function, the difference between
"similar" and "dissimilar" can sometimes be determined by changing one cluster element. The difference, nevertheless,
from changing a single element should not be this large. With this intuition, we modify the crisp transitions by adding
a soft layer of fuzziness to the 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝛼 function to enrich the transition framework.
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3.2 Fuzzified Cluster Transitions

We fuzzify the 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝛼 function defined in Table 2 by replacing the crisp threshold 𝛼 with trapezoidal membership
functions `. For transition types "unchanged", "absorbed", "dissolved", "splits", and "merged", the following trapezoidal
functions (Equations (1)) determine the strength of the transition from cluster 𝐶𝑙𝑎 at timepoint 𝑡𝑖 to cluster 𝐶𝑙𝑏 at
timepoint 𝑡𝑖+1. For transition type "disappear", Equations (1) determine the strength of disappearance for cluster 𝐶𝑙𝑎
going from 𝑡𝑖 to 𝑡𝑖+1. It should be noted that the strength of transition type "emerge" is always strong at any timepoint
when a new cluster appear. Thus, we do not fuzzify the "emerge" transitions. In Equations (1), [𝑏, 𝑐] denotes the core
interval, and [𝑎, 𝑑] nodes the support limit, with 0 < 𝑎 < 𝑏 < 𝑐 < 𝑑 < 1.

`𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑘 (𝑥) =


1, 𝑥 ≤ 𝑎
𝑏−𝑥
𝑏−𝑎 , 𝑎 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑏

0, 𝑥 ≥ 𝑏

(1a)

`𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚 (𝑥) =


0, 𝑥 ≤ 𝑎 𝑜𝑟 𝑥 ≥ 𝑑
𝑥−𝑎
𝑏−𝑎 , 𝑎 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑏

1, 𝑏 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑐
𝑑−𝑥
𝑑−𝑐 , 𝑐 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑑

(1b)

`𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔 (𝑥) =


0, 𝑥 ≤ 𝑐
𝑥−𝑐
𝑑−𝑐 , 𝑐 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑑

1, 𝑥 ≥ 𝑑

(1c)

For each cluster at timepoint 𝑡𝑖 , if a cluster𝐶𝑙𝑎 shares common elements with a cluster𝐶𝑙𝑏 at 𝑡𝑖+1, we say a transition
exists between 𝐶𝑙𝑎 and 𝐶𝑙𝑏 . The discourse 𝑥, the core (of fuzzy set) interval [𝑏, 𝑐], and the support limit [𝑎, 𝑑] are
defined as the following:

”𝑢𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑑” :

{
𝑥 =

|𝐶𝑙𝑎∩𝐶𝑙𝑏 |
|𝐶𝑙𝑎∪𝐶𝑙𝑏 | , 𝑥 ∈ [0, 1]

𝑎 = 0.3, 𝑏 = 0.4, 𝑐 = 0.6, 𝑑 = 0.7
(2a)

”𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏” :

{
𝑥 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥( |𝐶𝑙𝑎∩𝐶𝑙𝑏 |

|𝐶𝑙𝑎 | − |𝐶𝑙𝑎∩𝐶𝑙𝑏 |
|𝐶𝑙𝑎∪𝐶𝑙𝑏 | , 0), 𝑥 ∈ [0, 1]

𝑎 = 0.3, 𝑏 = 0.4, 𝑐 = 0.6, 𝑑 = 0.7
(2b)

”𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒” :

{
𝑥 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥( |𝐶𝑙𝑎∩𝐶𝑙𝑏 |

|𝐶𝑙𝑏 | − |𝐶𝑙𝑎∩𝐶𝑙𝑏 |
|𝐶𝑙𝑎∪𝐶𝑙𝑏 | , 0), 𝑥 ∈ [0, 1]

𝑎 = 0.3, 𝑏 = 0.4, 𝑐 = 0.6, 𝑑 = 0.7
(2c)

”𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡” :

{
𝑥 =

|⋃𝑚
1 (𝐶𝑙𝑎∩𝐶𝑙𝑏 𝑗 ) |

|⋃𝑚
1 (𝐶𝑙𝑎∪𝐶𝑙𝑏 𝑗 ) | , 𝑥 ∈ [0, 1]

𝑎 = 0.3, 𝑏 = 0.4, 𝑐 = 0.6, 𝑑 = 0.7
(2d)

”𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒” :

{
𝑥 =

|⋃𝑛
1 (𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑖∩𝐶𝑙𝑏) |

|⋃𝑛
1 (𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑖∪𝐶𝑙𝑏) | , 𝑥 ∈ [0, 1]

𝑎 = 0.3, 𝑏 = 0.4, 𝑐 = 0.6, 𝑑 = 0.7
(2e)

”𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑟” :

{
𝑥 =

|𝐶𝑙𝑎∉ 𝑡𝑖+1 |
|𝐶𝑙𝑎 | , 𝑥 ∈ [0, 1]

𝑎 = 0.25, 𝑏 = 0.35, 𝑐 = 0.55, 𝑑 = 0.65
(2f)

In Equations (2a) - (2f), each cluster is treated as a set to which the general set operations, intersection 𝑥 ∩ 𝑦, union
𝑥 ∪ 𝑦, difference 𝑥 − 𝑦, and number of elements |𝑥 | apply. It should be noted that the types "split" and "merge" involve
1-to-M (1-to-many) mapping of the clusters while the type "unchanged" can be considered as such mapping when M
takes the value 1. Thus, we enforce the cluster 𝐶𝑙𝑎 with transition type "split" or "merge" to have element mapping
with at least two clusters at 𝑡𝑖+1 by definition of these types. However, we do not enforce the 1-to-1 mapping for types
such as "unchanged" as by definition, a "split" can be treated as multiple non-strong "unchanged". Therefore, as long
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as an intersection exists between cluster 𝐶𝑙𝑎 and 𝐶𝑙𝑏 , we consider it for all 1-to-1 types of transition ("unchanged",
"absorb", "dissolve").

By definition, an "unchanged" cluster 𝐶𝑙𝑎 at 𝑡𝑖+1 can also be treated as "absorbed" by 𝐶𝑙𝑏 . However, a cluster with
an "unchanged" membership 1 should not have a high "absorb" membership. To distinguish, we consider the difference
between the intersection with respect to 𝐶𝑙𝑎 and the "unchanged". The same can be applied to differentiate the types
"unchanged" and "dissolved". As mentioned previously, the "disappear" type exhibits different behavior compared to
other types, which involve only one cluster, namely itself, during the transition. Thus, for a cluster 𝐶𝑙𝑎, we define its
discourse 𝑥 as the ratio between the number of elements do not present at timepoint 𝑡𝑖+1 and the size of 𝐶𝑙𝑎 at 𝑡𝑖 .
Furthermore, we use a different core interval for "disappear," considering common sense intuition for determining the
amount of cluster loss needed for it to start to disappear.

4 Implementation: Comparing Crisp and Fuzzy Cluster Transitions

In this section, the transition progression charts generated by the crisp and fuzzy cluster transition models1 are compared
for both computer generated and human annotated clusters.

We start with the comparison of the computer generated clusters. Figure 1 and Figure 2 are the flows generated
by crisp and fuzzy transition models respectively. Recall that the crisp transition uses a 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝛼 function with a hard
threshold to assign a single transition for each pairwise clusters. Furthermore, many pairwise clusters with a smaller
number of intersecting elements are excluded by the threshold to be considered as a transition. On the other hand, in
Figure 2, the fuzzy cluster transitions are shown with edge weight being the membership value `(𝑥) of corresponding
fuzzy sets (weak, medium, strong), with strong set shown as a much thicker line than a weak one. It should be noted
that an edge is assigned multiple fuzzy sets (i.e. strong "unchanged", weak "absorb") as long as at least one intersecting
element exists between the pairwise clusters. By comparing the two figures, we can see that 1-to-M transition types
("merge", "split") are not present in the crisp transition chart while they frequently appear in the fuzzy transition chart.
Additionally, it can be seen that a large number of the 1-to-M transitions appear with thinner edges (corresponding to
the weak set) in the fuzzy transitions, which is consistent with the crisp version—the lower membership transition types
were excluded by the threshold. Nevertheless, the fuzzy transitions can provide richer information of the underlying
structures of the cluster relationships.

Figure 5 illustrates the contents of an example fuzzy transition flow starting at cluster 𝐴01 taken from Figure 2. The
topical elements in each cluster is visualized in the cluster node. The transition types, using the same colored legend,
is visualized with their fuzzy set and membership value `. It should be noted that when multiple strength fuzzy sets
present under the same transition type, the fuzzy set with the higher ` value is selected to present in the transition
flow chart. It can be seen in Figure 5 that there is one shared element "#identifier1" going from cluster 𝐵00 to cluster
𝐶02, which resulted in two types of transitions – "unchanged" and "absorb". The transition fuzzy sets were computed
using Equations 1 and 2 to determine the strength of each transition. As a result, a total of 4 fuzzy sets, namely weak
"unchanged", medium "unchanged", medium "absorb", and strong "absorb" with different ` values were computed. As
the membership ` takes a larger value at weak "unchanged" than medium "unchanged" fuzzy set, the prior was taken
to characterize this transition. Similar idea applies to the "absorb" fuzzy set.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrate the transition charts generated by crisp and fuzzy transition models on human
annotated topic labels. Similar trends with computer generated clusters can be noticed in human annotated clusters
regarding the weak transitions in Figure 4. Those transitions tend to disappear when a crisp threshold is applied.
Unlike computer generated clusters, the number of nodes present (if the node does not emerge and disappear after the
same day) in both human annotated cluster transitions is roughly the same. This is potentially due to the mechanism
used for labeling the tweets—the human annotated clusters contain far less labels per cluster and several labels which
summarizes the event repeat across various timepoint. The frequently appearing labels add more complexity to the crisp
transitions, which caused the fuzzy transition chart to only display more lower membership edges but not a increasingly
number of nodes.

It is more difficult to compare fuzzy human-based transition graph with fuzzy computer-generated transition plot.
At the first glance, the graphs are very different. This is not surprising since the annotation used by a human was on a
much coarser grain size than that of a computer generated one, yet fuzzy methodology shows even small differences

1 The implementation details can be found at https://github.com/lostkuma/TopicTransition
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represented by weak transitions. However, one may notice a lot of activity starting from 8/27 in merging and splitting of
clusters in both figures. This suggests a gradual change of topic in conversations with call-backs to the original topics,
that is picked up by both human annotation and computer-generated clusters.

Fig. 1: Cluster progression plot for computer generated clusters with crisp transition model
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Fig. 2: Cluster progression plot for computed clusters with fuzzy transition model
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Fig. 3: Cluster progression plot for human annotated topics with crisp transition model

Fig. 4: Cluster progression plot for human annotated topics with fuzzy transition model

Fig. 5: Content of the transition flow starting at cluster 𝐴01 as shown in Figure 2
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a topic tracing framework by incorporating fuzzy logic into crisp cluster transition modeling.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to introduce fuzzy transition types by defining the transition strength
fuzzy sets for each of types. We compared the crisp transitions obtained from our previous model with the proposed
fuzzy transitions on both computer generated clusters and human annotated topic sets. Both crisp and fuzzy transition
charts showed consistency on how strong transitions progress overtime.

Our results also suggest that fuzzy transitions demonstrate evolution of topics at varying granularity: strong set
transitions can trace topics that have a strong presence in the clusters, while weaker set transition pay attention to
smaller details. Depending on the level of details that one wishes to concentrate, it may or may not be necessary to
use fuzzy transitions. However, if one wishes to trace topics when they emerge, even weakly, fuzzy transitions seem to
provide value.
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